
Sta 532: Homework #6Several of these problems involve the following random sample from someprobability distribution:fXig = f1; 16; 13; 9; 30; 6; 2; 21; 1g (?)1. Let fXig iid� Un(0; �) with � > 0 unknown. Based on the sample (?)�nd a symmetri 90% Con�dene Interval for �. Suggestion: First, �nda pivotal quantity T (x) based on a suÆient statisti.2. Let fXig iid� Un(0; �) with � > 0 unknown. Using an improper uniformprior density �(�) = 1f�>0g, �nd a symmetri 90% Credible Interval for� for sample (?).3. Let fXig iid� Po(�) be Poisson variables with mean � > 0. Find theJe�reys' Rule prior density �J(�) for � and, based on the sample (?),�nd a symmetri 90% redible interval for �.4. For normal data fYig iid� No(�; 1) with unit variane, how large a samplesize n is required for a 99% Con�dene Interval [L(y); R(y)℄ for � tohave length jR(y)� L(y)j less than 0:01?5. Let fXig iid� No(�; �2) be normally-distributed with unertain mean andvariane. Based on the sample (?) �nd a symmetri 90% Con�deneInterval for �.6. Find the Je�reys' prior �J(�) for the Geometri distribution with pmfP�[Y = y℄ = �(1� �)y; y 2 Z+ = f0; 1; 2; :::gfor some � 2 � = (0; 1), by giving its name and the value(s) of anyparameter(s). Also �nd the posterior distribution �J(� j y) for a sampley = fY1; � � � ; Yng, the posterior mean EJ [� j y℄, and the MLE �̂(y).7. In fat the data in (?) were generated from a geometri distribution.Find an objetive Bayes 90% Credible Interval for � from these dataunder the model fXig iid� Ge(�). 1



8. Find a 90% Con�dene Interval for � based on the sample (?), for themodel fXig iid� Ge(�).Suggestion: You will need to know (or �gure out) the probability dis-tribution for the natural suÆient statisti T (x) for a sample of sizen from Ge(�), and reall from ourse notes \i.pdf" that for integer-valued distributions with CDF F�(x) = P�[X � x℄, a symmetri 100%on�dene interval [L(X); R(X)℄ an be found by evaluating� If F�(x) is monotone dereasing in � for eah �xed x,L(x) := sup �� : F�(x� 1) � 1+2 	 R(x) := inf �� : F�(x) � 1�2 	� If F�(x) is monotone inreasing in � for eah �xed x,L(x) := inf �� : F�(x) � 1�2 	 R(x) := sup�� : F�(x� 1) � 1+2 	any of whih an be found using R.
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